A developer’s perspective on CEIAG
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This article is an exploration of the role online Labour Market Experience (LME) plays in challenging stereotypes and the construction of personal narrative in YR 7 and 8 students at school. Classroom and small group debate provides an invaluable opportunity to develop career related thinking in young people ahead of more focused one to one guidance and refined skills exploration work.

Introduction

As a software developer with an anthropology background, but not a career person, I’ve come to understand careers education, information, advice and guidance (CEIAG) work in schools as helping young people learn how and where they might fit into the work place. Students are directed to see how their qualities, experiences and skills meet employer imperatives. This seems especially true of recent policy and language where emphasis on skills and employability is primarily about work readiness: young people’s ability to help contribute towards growth as they enter the workforce. While these are vital economic goals, I’m concerned that this narrow focus is at the expense of the key role work-related learning has to play in helping address social inequality issues.

However, there is now an opportunity to reframe the role of CEIAG and to make sure social inequality is not overlooked. Much rests on the level of support and continuing professional development (CPD) offered to teachers and careers professionals alike, particularly in relation to the application of new technology, to help them understand and differentiate between different approaches to CEIAG.

Resources for blended learning

The digital age has changed things for good and on the whole for the better. However, early over-emphasis on measuring, tracking, and even personalisation gave rise to many over-engineered products that, unlike the Tardis, were quite frequently far smaller on the inside. In the careers space these resources were often cumbersome and over-structured, with rigid pathways to e-outcomes that learners did not recognise as a reflection of who they were, or what they could yet achieve. Meanwhile in the wider school environment there appears to be a shift in favour of learning through open-ended enquiry. Educators have developed better instincts for what they think will work in the classroom in a blended way, where what happens on screen is not an end in itself. This process has started to filter into application design, as open ended resources that allow greater experimentation are preferred. It’s a view that’s increasingly articulated by teachers (see any #ukedchat archive on twitter) who want blended tools that help set scenarios for classroom discussion rather than providing end-to-end experiences where neither student, nor teacher, can fail. In other words, teachers are beginning to reject ‘fast food convenience products’ in favour of blended quality tools, where the interactivity happens in the classroom between students and not just on screen. In this new reality the teacher has become more of a co-explorer in which small fails are an essential part of the learning process. However, a big question mark still hangs over the CEIAG space where this thinking has only just started to seep through.
What is Talking Jobs?

It is against this backdrop that I launched www.talkingjobs.net in 2007/8 to deliver short series of case studies as cross sections of UK society through an online video player. The player itself allows users to watch a case study from end to end, but perhaps more usefully, to hang on a question and traverse the materials instead, or randomly using the ‘Mix it up’ feature. This level of interactivity raises the engagement significantly, whilst also helping young people come to value the experiences of others they might not normally meet. It is a blended career learning tool, for teachers to help seed classroom discussion about work, stereotypes and society, and a guidance tool used as preparation for face to face sessions with careers and IAG people.

Each module uses a common set of 30 or so questions about people’s working lives, their experience in education and their family backgrounds. The interviewees are nominated by colleagues and or employers to avoid self selection impacting on the tone of the materials. The approach to the editorial is very light touch with most of the work done in a collaborative way with the interviewee during the recordings. The interviews include discussion of their experiences in both negative and positive ways and include questions about family backgrounds, attitudes to education at home, as well as their experiences in the workplace. Seeing the whole person in this way was a core part of the undertaking as people's backgrounds underpin the life choices they make. I work closely with a documentarist who splits his time between making films and working in care homes. We limit the number of interviews we conduct in a day to help focus on consistency and quality in the materials. Also, quite importantly, impartiality is a core feature of the approach, with company, product and brand names avoided during the recordings. The interviews were shot to capture personal insights and experience, not as a direct sponsorship opportunity or for implicit brand messaging.

The central premise in Talking Jobs comes from treating all contributors’ experience equally, with each response regarded as a useful fragment of labour market experience that can be approached from any direction. As such, reflections and insights from someone who left school at 16 are given equal weight to some with post graduate qualifications. To embed this in the learning, many of the lesson plans and activities ask young people to select clips across a variety of roles, and record their thoughts on what they have seen and how it relates to their own circumstance, and the impact on decision making. As such each module has to be viewed as a whole with case studies, video player and lesson plans used in concert to help move young people’s thinking on.

Through time, this premise was extended to include a ‘Mix it up’ button which shuffles the content so that the user does not know what response they will see next; as all opinions are useful provided there is a meaningful framework in which they can be discussed. As such, our CEIAG effort needs not just to encourage and develop young people to acquire skills, but also to ask questions across social boundaries. The tools they use need to not just offer accessible role models as inspiration, but must also help knowledge transfer between groups at the same time.

Triangulation

Recent discussion of the comparison effect is also worth mentioning. Young people are inclined to understand their own success through comparisons with those around them, in their everyday lives, offline, online or any other media. Failing by comparison is an effective way to switch young people off, threatening their ability to overcome confidence issues. We live in an increasingly image conscious age, where ideas around ‘personal brand’ and manufactured representations of self are both ubiquitous and sometimes even invasive. While developing a public persona through social media has become a central theme to many in careers higher education (HE) contexts, it needs careful consideration for school age children. While sites like Facebook do try to prevent the very young from setting up an account, this is routinely flouted by even primary school students, giving them access to very powerful communication tools which can leave them floundering if the
experience is at all negative. We need more informed classroom debate that lets young people understand their lives in context before these tools have too great a hold on their social and embryonic professional identities. This means schools developing more progressive social media policies while also helping young people develop the flexible mindsets they need to navigate the future, on line, off line or wherever. But it also means factoring into the CEIAG process a stage where very young people are encouraged to triangulate between other people’s experiences, without immediately leaping towards comparisons between ‘themselves’ and ‘other’ in such a two dimensional way. This formative work, or triangulation between self and useful fragments of other peoples’ experience, can then become a safe scaffold on which their own career narratives can start being constructed, yet without immediate risk to their own embryonic and perhaps fragile ambition.

You could do anything

During early piloting of the Talking Jobs resource back in 2007/8, I was working with a group of 16 Key Stage 4 students on a short set of twenty case studies in a school library with ICT equipment. Interestingly not all of the students had their own computer and some shared headphones. After 20 minutes exploring the materials, they came together in groups of four to share reflections on how what they had seen helped challenge stereotypes. At the close, they were asked, through a questionnaire, what had been the most significant thing they had learned about the world of work from the session. Four of the sixteen answers given were as follows:

- It doesn’t matter what your family background is, you could do anything
- Even successful people have poor backgrounds
- Even if your parents aren’t in a good job this doesn’t mean you can’t get a good job
- The jobs sound very different to the people that are actually in that career.

While this sample group was quite small and by no means a formal evaluation, it provided an early indication that the CEIAG work has a vital role to play in challenging received ideas that could prejudice future life choices. This small feedback exercise suggests that using resources like this, with an emphasis on traversing experience, can help challenge expectations and perceived limits, many of which are implicit and need to be unpacked.

In more recent platform testing with a larger group of 117 predominantly key stage 4 students, I asked the question: which approach do you think is more useful to you? Finding out about the jobs you like OR Finding out about a range of contrasting jobs. Unsurprisingly 72 per cent of respondents said ‘Finding out about the jobs you like’. Reading between the lines I see a need for CEIAG work that quite deliberately prompts career exploration beyond personal interests in roles, as a core part of work-related learning. If followed up with a group discussion on findings, ideas and assumptions can then be challenged and also cascaded in both a blended and economic way, as essential precursor to the impartial guidance work that schools are obliged to provide.

Engine room of social mobility

At the 2010 Belfast ICG conference (4 Nov 2010) the UK Minister of State for Further Education, Skills and Lifelong Learning, said:

So what I want to say to you today is not just about careers guidance but about what good guidance can achieve. Careers guidance makes a difference. It’s in the engine room of social mobility; a vital part of the machinery of social justice. Good advice doesn’t just transform lives. It transforms our society by challenging the pre-conceived ideas about what each of us seeks. And what all of us can achieve.

However, set against this noble ambition, much of the debate on the conference floor, and in the run up to this speech, rested on the tension between practitioners seeing electronic tools as a direct threat to guidance, while workshop leaders and
speakers urged the community to resist polarising the conversation into a ‘technology bad, people good’ debate. Since that conference most of the UK Connexions Services have been dismantled and many of those working in schools and HE are now either out of (careers) work or self-employed, perhaps for the first time. Against this backdrop, the problem of efficacy persists, the way forward increasingly unclear, and the careers landscape increasingly fragmented.

How these technology tools get used is now even more central to the shape, value and survival of careers work in schools. For me this issue rests on whether the tools are used for self-directed online activities, with little input from teacher or careers people, or within a blended framework that deliberately sets out to challenge young people’s assumptions about the workplace - before any matching exercises get underway.

The former scenario with self-directed learning and very little input is by far the easier to roll out, playing to what technologies are really good at; matching, searching and retrieving information, document management, creating portfolios, communications and of course tracking. But, these outcomes simply represent a migration to electronic from other media; in effect making more efficient processes that should happen irrespective of the technology. While this is all to the good, and may be more than enough for some students, it is likely to do very little to address the profound social inequality issues that exist and I’m not convinced this is the transformation the Minister was really getting at. Young people need support in widening their ideas about career and success and how this might differ between people, and this widening should sit in front of any form of skills assessment. We can all acquire new skills, and even strive for desirable personal attributes, provided the motivation and support is there to help us do it.

‘I want to do what she does’

A recent experience I had in a school beta testing the ‘Talking Jobs’ platform with 170 year 8 students in a series of back to back sessions with 25-30 students each at their own computer, illustrates these points more fully. The groups were all mixed ability and the event part of a wider careers day being put on by the school. Once a group had been given an exploratory task to complete, I started walking round the room talking to students singly or in pairs. During my walkabout, one year eight boy, who’d been quite cheeky on his way in, was now completely locked into one of the case studies. When I asked him how he was getting on, he turned to me, pointed at the screen and said; ‘I want to do what she does’. The case study he was watching was a woman with spina bifida who had become an administrative assistant for a charity performing entry level clerical tasks. As with all of the Talking Jobs case studies, she talks about family, life at school and her childhood ambition to become a journalist, something she now felt unlikely to achieve. For me, what this young man had taken to heart was a respect for her tenacity and resilience, more than any specific skills she demonstrated in her current role. It was an exploration of her values that switched him on, providing teacher and or careers adviser with a hook for further conversation about career.

However, excessive pressure on teachers and teachers’ time has created the quick fix scenario where these tools become a convenient way of meeting the curriculum requirements - no questions asked. Overall it feels like the CEIAG process needs to start from another point, with skills testing coming into the equation later on and handled by guidance professionals qualified to explore the results they offer. As such, the CEIAG tools we use need to take more account of the fact that we can all learn from everyone; that a butcher’s life choices can influence a future barrister, and vice versa.

Teachers and careers professionals need resources which help students generate a broad and deep insight into people’s working lives and experience irrespective of role or social background, and this needs to be delivered in a blended way. The ‘see a vet be a vet’ model is ‘ok’ but does very little to challenge assumptions and stereotypes and ends up maintaining the status quo, and the same types of children will get the same types of jobs as they have always done. Our young people will ultimately create the growth we need, but it will be all the more effective for us all, if
they are allowed to define success on their own terms through exposure to ideas about career from across all backgrounds.
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